
Four different types of optimal offsets available for each 
size to provide comfortable handling

Concept behind Frame Design
Front Forks that Affect Traveling Performance

Trail Value

Trail Value Quick-Glance Table (Wheel diameter of 700 x 23C)

Head Angle
70 70.5 71 71.5 72 72.5 73 73.5 74 74.5

Offset

38 81.5 78.3 75.2 72.0 68.9 65.8 62.7 59.6 56.5 53.5
39 80.4 77.3 74.1 71.0 67.8 64.7 61.6 58.6 55.5 52.4
40 79.4 76.2 73.0 69.9 66.8 63.7 60.6 57.5 54.4 51.4
41 78.3 75.1 72.0 68.9 65.7 62.6 59.5 56.5 53.4 50.4
42 77.2 74.1 70.9 67.8 64.7 61.6 58.5 55.4 52.4 49.3
43 76.2 73.0 69.9 66.7 63.6 60.5 57.5 54.4 51.3 48.3
44 75.1 72.0 68.8 65.7 62.6 59.5 56.4 53.3 50.3 47.2
45 74.0 70.9 67.8 64.6 61.5 58.4 55.4 52.3 49.2 46.2
46 73.0 69.8 66.7 63.6 60.5 57.4 54.3 51.3 48.2 45.2
47 71.9 68.8 65.6 62.5 59.4 56.3 53.3 50.2 47.2 44.1
48 70.8 67.7 64.6 61.5 58.4 55.3 52.2 49.2 46.1 43.1
49 69.8 66.6 63.5 60.4 57.3 54.2 51.2 48.1 45.1 42.1
50 68.7 65.6 62.5 59.4 56.3 53.2 50.1 47.1 44.0 41.0
51 67.7 64.5 61.4 58.3 55.2 52.2 49.1 46.0 43.0 40.0
52 66.6 63.5 60.4 57.3 54.2 51.1 48.0 45.0 42.0 38.9
53 65.5 62.4 59.3 56.2 53.1 50.1 47.0 44.0 40.9 37.9
54 64.5 61.3 58.2 55.1 52.1 49.0 46.0 42.9 39.9 36.9
55 63.4 60.3 57.2 54.1 51.0 48.0 44.9 41.9 38.8 35.8
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It is often said that frames with superior cycling performance generally have well-
formed forks, and this remains the same today as it was in the past. This is because
the front forks reign supreme over all aspects of the bike’s forward movement. Playing
opposing roles in enabling the bike to move forward and turn corners provides
superior levels of stability and gives the rider a comfortable ride.
The elements that determine operability are known as trail values. The trail values
determine three main elements; the wheel diameter, the Head Angle and the amount
of fork offset. The Head Angle differs in accordance with the size of the frame, which
means that front forks with different amounts of offset for each size are required in
order to attain optimal handling performance. We at Bridgestone apply four different
types of trail values to different products.
What effects do different trail values have on handling? Self-steering performance is
strengthened when the value is increased (Head Angle reduced or “negative,” offset
reduced or“ short.”) Despite the level of cornering being greater when the handlebars
are turned, the force for returning the front wheel to the straight position is also
greater, which provides the bicycle with forward stability. On the other hand, the
natural tendency for the self-steering to exert this return force leaves the rider with the
impression that bike response is sluggish.
Conversely, when the trail value is reduced (Head Angle increased or“ positive,” offset
increased or“ long,”) the level of cornering is weaker when the handlebars are turned
and the self-steering performance is also weaker. This makes the handlebars feel
lighter, but the rider feels a sensation of wobbling and needs to concentrate harder or
cycling in straight lines.
The standard trail value for bikes fitted with 700C size wheels is between 55mm and
58mm, but it is said that between 50mm and 64mm is the permissible range for the
value. Designs within this range are thought to provide both superior levels of straightrun- 
stability performance and steering.
At Bridgestone, we keep the offset value between 55mm and 58mm for comparatively
large frame sizes. However, it is very difficult to establish applicable values for all sizes.
For example, the smaller the size of the frame the smaller the permissible range of the
trial value, particularly for bikes in the 300mm and upwards range such as the Carbon
Road, and this makes setting the value more difficult.
This is owing to the relationship with the front center value that determines the length
of the top tube and traveling stability.
It goes without saying that the top tube on small frame sizes is short. If this is
shortened for large-ratio frames, the wheelbase becomes shorter and the bike loses
stability. In order to shorten the top tube while maintaining an appropriate wheelbase,
it is necessary to set the head angle into positive figures. However, there is one
drawback in this that affects the handling design. Installing forks with an offset that is
the same as large sized frames results in the trail value becoming too large.
When the trail value increases, the bike’s center of gravity moves forward, which
means that movement is sluggish when turning corners. This is not a problem for
bicycles that are mostly used for shopping and require heightened levels of stability,
but it is not suitable for high-speed bikes, such as road bikes, that require sensitive
handling. Also, there is a possibility that the sluggish handling could cause women,
who are less muscular than men, to turn the handlebars too late. In consideration of
this, Bridgestone developed a special front fork with an offset value of 55mm in order
to achieve a trail value of 63.4mm. This is the best value for obtaining stability on
straight runs and good steering even on bicycles with small frames, and it provides a
well-balanced, comfortable and high-performance ride.
There is a recent tendency to reduce frame sizes in the design stage in order to
reduce the number of front fork variations that are needed. This, however, means that
optimum steering performance is completely overlooked. It is true that increasing the
number of front fork types most suitable for all frame sizes is time-consuming and
costly. However, given the fact that front forks are extremely important elements that
affect operability, upon which frame performance is determined, we at Bridgestone
have developed a lineup of four different sizes without concerning ourselves over how
much time it takes. The determination to create bicycles that fit riders perfectly is just
one of the factors that Bridgestone insists upon, and it is this that separates us from
others.

The trail value is a value that provides a yardstick for
estimating the handlingperformance of bicycles. A
line is drawn along the central core of the steering
tube (center of the front fork’s steering column)
down to the ground, and the value represents the
distance at ground level between this line and a line
drawn vertically down from the center of the wheel.
This value determines the relationship between the
wheel diameter, the Head Angle and the amount
of fork offset. The standard trail value for bikes
fitted with 700C size wheels is between 55mm and
58mm, but it is said that between 50mm and 64mm
is the permissible range for providing well-balanced
handling for sports bikes. If the trail value is too
large sports bike lose their light sense of operability,
and if it is too small stability is lost on straight runs
so it is difficult to ride without both hands on the
handlebars.


